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LG2000  Anorectal Treating Devices Series  
LG2000 Anorectal Treating Device Series belong to a new generation’s therapeutic device for 

proctologic diseases. Its advantages are: with multiple functions; of high technology; Applied 

in a wide range; of reliable security with little suffering and having fine treatment effect. The 

particular patent technology of biological electrical impedance auto-measurement (BEIM) 

successfully settles medical difficulty of haemorrhage after operation by other treatment 

methods. 

 

Main technical innovations 

Patent technology of biological electrical impedance auto-measurement (BEIM) makes 

tissues dry and hard without carbonization. While curing hemorrhoid,BEIM pincers generates 

heat rapidly to vaporize water of hemorrhoid tissues instantly. The electronical impedance of 

hemorrhoid tissues becomes larger and larger. While electrical impedance of hemorrhoid 

tissues matches with output impedance of the device, the tissues become dry and hard 

without carbonization, and at the same time the device sounds the alarm automatically. It 

settles the technological difficulty of time setting by person presently and medical difficulty of 

massive haemorrhage after operation by other treatment methods. 
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Contrast before and after Treatment  

    Before treatment                      After treatment 

 

         

External hemorrhoid 

         

Polypus 
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Contrast of BEIM and other method 
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Scope of application  

Department of coloproctology: 

Internal, external and mixed hemorrhoids, anal fissure, anal fistula, proctopolypus, anal 

abscess, hypertrophy of anal papilla, condyloma acuminatum, etc. 

 

 

 

Main clinical characteristics 

◆ Rapid curative treatment, each hemorrhoid only needs 3-5 seconds; 

◆ No haemorrhage after surgery with little suffering and fine curative effect; 

◆ Make tissues dry and hard without carbonization. Bound of dry and hard part is clear with 

high security; 

◆ No need to change dressing, no hospitalization, no infection, no sequela and complicating 

disease; 

 

 

 

 

LG2000 series main export Models: 

1. LG2000 Anorectal Treating Device 

2. LG2000C(Popularity) Anorectal Treating Device 

3. LG2000C+ Standard (A) Anorectal Treating Device 
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LG2000 Anorectal Treating Device 

    

Functions: 

1. BEIM Pincers 

BEIM Pincers intelligently measures hemorrhoids, and then make the base of the hemorrhoid 

dry and hard without carbonization. It acts as sealing machines to seal off the base, no blood 

can flow out. 

 

2. BEIM Pencil 

Used for excising the uncalled-for hemorrhoid tissues, assisting the electronic pincers to finish 

the hemorrhoid treatment. It has 3 different tips (blade, needle, ball) and 9 adjustable 

positions for output power to meet different demands. 

Display pencil working power in 0, 5, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40W, total 9 grades. 

 

3. BEIM Forceps 

Arresting bleeding instantly for larger blood vessels, making patients timely free from trouble 

after treatment. 
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LG2000C（Popularity） Anorectal Treating Device 

     

 

      

Characteristics: 

◆ Photograph system: Morbid parts can be displayed on computer screen, the pictures 

can be frozen, stored, played back, and make contrasts before and after treatment. 

◆ Diagnosis system: The professional software can analyze, measure, calculate and 

accurately diagnosis the morbid parts. Professional color graphic medical case can be 

made and printed on paper immediately. 

◆ Management system: Professional case management system can manage large 

case data. Case history can be quickly inquired. It brings great convenience for patient 

& doctor. 

◆ Treatment system: BEIM Pincers, pencil, forceps . 

1. BEIM Pincers 

2. BEIM Pencil 

3. BEIM Forceps 
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LG2000C+ standard (A) Anorectal Treating Device 

                   

Characteristics: 

◆ Photograph system: Morbid parts can be displayed on computer screen, the pictures 

can be frozen, stored, played back, and make contrasts before and after treatment. 

◆ Diagnosis system: The professional software can analyze, measure, calculate and 

accurately diagnosis the morbid parts. Professional color graphic medical case can be 

made and printed on paper immediately. 

◆ Management system: Professional case management system can manage large 

case data. Case history can be quickly inquired. It brings great convenience for patient 

& doctor. 

◆ Diagnosis Instruments: Fibre-optic Sigmoidoscope 

Examine mobid parts, perform examination with biopsy forceps when inserted into 

anus, rectum and sigmoid. It can take photos, amplify target, and detect minor 

symptom at its early stage. The picture can be displayed on computer screen; pictures 

can be frozen, stored, played back, and made contrasts as well. 

◆ Treatment Instruments: BEIM Pincers, pencils, forceps . 

1. BEIM Pincers 

2. BEIM Pencil 

3. BEIM Forceps 
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LG2000 Anorectal Physical Therapy Device 
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Functions: 

 

1. Gyromagnetic Infrared Probe 

           
2.Iontophoresis 

         

3.YDB 

               

4.Abdominal binder 

            


